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the heartwarming Spring 2010 edition of the renowned Washington State
Magazine, be prepared to be captivated by the extraordinary life of Will Hamlin –
a man who possesses an undeniable love for nature, adventure, and the state's
rich cultural heritage.

Unveiling the Life and Adventures of Will Hamlin

As you delve into the pages of Washington State Magazine, Spring 2010 edition,
you will be transported into the intriguing world of Will Hamlin, an adventurer
extraordinaire with an insatiable thirst for exploration. From his early days as a
child in rural Washington to his remarkable achievements as a renowned
environmentalist and nature preservation advocate, Hamlin's life story is as wild
and awe-inspiring as the landscapes he calls home.
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Discovering Nature's Hidden Gems

Through mesmerizing narratives and vivid photographs, this edition of
Washington State Magazine takes you on a thrilling voyage through the stunning
landscapes that Will Hamlin has dedicated his life to discovering and protecting.
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From the towering peaks of the Cascade Mountains to the sweeping coastlines of
the Pacific Ocean, Hamlin's passion for environmental conservation is infused in
every breathtaking image and heartfelt tale.

Preserving Cultural Heritage

Will Hamlin's impact extends beyond his love for nature. In this edition, you'll
uncover Hamlin's dedication to preserving Washington State's rich cultural
heritage. From his involvement in indigenous community initiatives to his efforts in
documenting disappearing traditional arts, Hamlin's tireless work ensures that the
memories and traditions of the state's diverse cultures will be cherished for
generations to come.

Encountering Adventure and Inspiring Change

Buckle up for an exhilarating journey as you witness Hamlin's thrilling encounters
with the wild. From summiting majestic peaks to diving into the depths of crystal-
clear lakes, he fearlessly pushes boundaries and inspires others to embrace their
own adventures. This edition of Washington State Magazine invites you to tag
along with Hamlin on his adrenaline-pumping escapades and let his stories ignite
the fire of exploration within you.

As you turn the final pages of Washington State Magazine, Spring 2010 edition,
you'll find yourself inspired and in awe of Will Hamlin's remarkable achievements,
unwavering commitment to nature, and dedication to preserving Washington
State's cultural heritage. His adventurous spirit resonates through each
captivating word and image, leaving an indelible impression on the heart and
igniting a desire to protect and cherish the natural and cultural wonders that grace
this beautiful state.
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Washington State Magazine covers news and issues of interest to Washington
State University faculty, staff, students, and alumni, and the people of Washington
from Seattle to St. John.

In the Spring 2010 issue:

Features

Of Time and Wildness in the North Cascades :: Bob Mierendorf has spent the last
couple of decades trying to convince the archaeological establishment that pre-
contact Northwest Indians did not confine themselves to the lowlands, but
frequented the high country. Now he has an ancient camping site to make his
point. by Tim Steury
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Desperately Seeking Sherman :: Although his work is increasingly ubiquitous, the
writer Sherman Alexie '94 is a little harder to pin down. Our correspondent is
undaunted. by Hannelore Sudermann

Vancouver Lake: A Search for Solutions Great and Small :: This is the second
time WSU scientists have worked on a plan to clean up Vancouver Lake. The
first, in the 1960s, was monumental. This time it's microscopic. by Hannelore
Sudermann

Essay
Language, Money, and Loss :: Sometimes loss can be an occasion for newly
discovered vitality. Where better than the university to challenge ourselves to
avoid linguistic lemminghood? by Will Hamlin

Short Subject
The Secret Death of Bees :: WSU lab probes mysterious decline in honey bee
population. by Eric Sorensen

Panoramas - Short articles on WSU research, campus life, and alumni

:: Leave it to beavers
:: Laboratories for the new century
:: Gangs of Chicago
:: Of honor and friendship
:: Skagit Valley studies

Departments

:: FIRST WORDS
:: LETTERS



:: SPORTS: Ruggers
:: SPORTS: Cougar pride
:: IN SEASON: Finally, a Washington apple
:: LAST WORDS: North Cascades Highway: Near Washington Pass

Tracking - Profiles of Washington State University alumni

:: What I've Learned Since College: Joni Earl '75—CEO of Sound Transit
:: Cougar Links—Palouse Ridge homecoming
:: Dwight Damon '62—Straight smiles
:: Brian Carter '06—On the same garden path
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Welcome to The Fourth Dimension: Unraveling
The Neighborhood's Mysteries
Step into The Neighborhood, a realm where reality is warped, and
familiarity merges with the unknown. In this intriguing space, an
enigmatic entity awaits — The Fourth...

Honor Bound Honors Rachel Caine: A
Captivating Journey through the Works of the
Bestselling Author
Do you love thrilling and captivating stories that transport you to alternate
worlds and make your heart race with anticipation? Look no further than
the...

Exploring the Exciting Field of Econophysics
Using Python Simulations
Have you ever wondered how the principles of physics can be applied to
better understand the complexities of financial markets? If so, you're not
alone. Econophysics, a...

Wavelet Based Approximation Schemes For
Singular Integral Equations: Solving Complex
Mathematical Problems with Precision and
Speed
Do you find yourself struggling with solving complex mathematical
problems involving singular integral equations? Are you seeking a more
efficient and accurate approach to...
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AP French Language And Culture Premium:
Unlocking the Key to Fluency
Are you interested in mastering the French language and immersing
yourself in the rich culture of France? Look no further! The AP French
Language and Culture Premium course...

Buying Used Motorhome: How To Get The Most
For Your Money And Not Get Burned
Welcome to our ultimate guide on buying a used motorhome! If you are in
the market for a recreational vehicle that offers freedom, adventure, and
the flexibility to travel...
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